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http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/BestPractices

• Begun 2004 “to provide hands-on support 
for developers of Semantic Web apps”
– Working Group Notes (and drafts)
– Applications and Demos Weblog
– Semantic Web Tutorials

• Manages “SKOS Core” – a vocabulary for 
describing simple knowledge structures



 

 

Task forces

• RDF-in-HTML
• Applications and demos
• Ontology-engineering patterns
• Porting thesauri
• XML schema datatypes
• RDF/Topic Maps interoperability
• Vocabulary management
• WordNet
• Software engineering
• Link with Ontology Definition Metamodel activity



 

 

This talk

• RDF-in-HTML
• Applications and demos
• Ontology-engineering patterns
• Porting thesauri
• XML schema datatypes
• RDF/Topic Maps interoperability
• Vocabulary management
• WordNet
• Software engineering
• Multimedia Annotation



 

 

RDF-in-HTML Task Force

• http://www.cs.vu.nl/~guus/public/carroll-rdf-html.pdf

• Problem: embedding metadata in Web 
documents
– Dublin Core descriptions
– License restrictions (Creative Commons)

• Existing solutions are problematic
– <meta> tags since HTML4 (1999)
– Links to external RDF files
– RDF (redundantly) in <HEAD> or comments



 

 

Example: embedded IP rights



 

 

Microformats with GRDDL

• GRDDL Gleaning Resource Descriptions from Dialects of Languages

– Generates RDF descriptions from XHTML 
markup by linking to XSLT stylesheets

• Example: Ian Davis Web page in XHTML
– <head profile=http://purl.org/NET/erdf/profile>



 

 



 

 

XHTML source has embedded metadata



 

 

GRDDL client reads XHTML metadata…



 

 

…and extracts it as RDF



 

 

Or: RDF in Web documents

• XHTML 2.0
– Aims at compatibility with RDF

• http://www.w3.org/TR/2005/WD-xhtml2-20050527/
• Methods for layering RDF on XML/XHTML 

documents



 

 

Why RDF?

• Simple statements about Web resources 
and things in the world

• Simple RDF model (grammar) and 
vocabulary provides foundation

• Vocabularies on top provide expressivity
• Vocabularies grounded in Web space 

(URIs) provide basis for merging data



 

 

SKOS Core – “Semantic Web Lite”

• Simple Knowledge Organisation System
– An RDF-based model for simple knowledge 

structures such as thesauri
– Porting (“Webifying”) thesauri: representing 

and sharing classifications, glossaries, 
thesauri developed in the Print World

– Examples of existing knowledge structures:
• In the Print World: Dewey Decimal Classification, 

Art and Architecture Thesaurus
• In the Web World: DMOZ categories



 

 

SKOS Origins and Maintenance

• Product of SWAD-Europe
– Project of EU IST Fifth Framework Program

• Community (“Open Source”) Development
– Participation of thesaurus standards developers
– Mailing list public-esw-thes@w3.org
– Wiki http://esw.w3.org/topic/SkosDev

• Maintained by SW Best Practices WG
– Public Working Drafts (2 November 2005)

• SKOS Core Guide
• SKOS Core Vocabulary Specification
• Quick Guide to Publishing a Thesaurus on the SW 



 

 

Example: Entries in a Glossary - 1

“Assertion”
Definition: “(i) Any expression which is claimed to be true. (ii) 
The act of claiming something to be true.”

“Class” 
Definition: “A general concept, category or classification. 
Something used primarily to classify or categorize other things.” 

“Resource”
Definition: “(i) An entity; anything in the universe. (ii) As a class 
name: the class of everything; the most inclusive category 
possible.”

From RDF Semantics Glossary:

Illustrates description of  “concepts” with “labels” 
and “definitions”



 

 

Example: Entries in a Glossary - 2



 

 

Example: Entries in a Glossary - 3



 

 

Example: Taxonomies - 1

General
Travelling
Politics

SemWeb
RDF

OWL

From MortenF’s weblog categories

Illustrates “broader” and “narrower” properties.



 

 

Example: Taxonomies - 2



 

 

Example: Taxonomies - 3



 

 

Example: Thesaurus - 1

Term: Economic cooperation 
Used For: Economic co-operation 
Broader terms: Economic policy 
Narrower terms: Economic integration, European 

economic cooperation, European industrial 
cooperation, Industrial cooperation 

Related terms: Interdependence 
Scope Note: Includes cooperative measures in 

banking, trade, industry etc., between and among 
countries. 

From UK Archival Thesaurus …



 

 

Example: Thesaurus - 2



 

 

SKOS Core Overview
• Basic description

– Concept, ConceptScheme, inScheme, hasTopConcept
• Labelling

– prefLabel, altLabel, hiddenLabel, prefSymbol, altSymbol … 
(audio labels?)

• Documentation
– definition, scopeNote, changeNote, historyNote, editorialNote, 

publicNote, privateNote
• Semantic relations

– broader, narrower, related
• Subject indexing

– subject, isSubjectOf, primarySubject, isPrimarySubjectOf
• Grouping

– Collection, OrderedCollection, CollectableProperty, member, 
memberList



 

 

Complementarity of OWL and SKOS

• OWL precision not always necessary or 
appropriate
– OWL a sledge hammer / SKOS a nutcracker
– OWL a Harley / SKOS a mountain bike
– Complement each other, can be used in combination 

to optimize cost/benefit
• SKOS

– Bridging the worlds of library classification and Web 
technology

– Simple enough to be undemanding in terms of cost 
and required expertise



 

 

SKOS World View



 

 

Extensibility of SKOS

• Not “take it or leave it”, but “take what you 
want, create what you need”

• Extension “by refinement”
– Define sub-properties or sub-classes of 

SKOS Core properties or classes
– Extensions are backwards-compatible via 

RDFS inference
• Extension “by combination”



 

 

Combining SKOS with other vocabularies



 

 

Core and extension vocabularies

• Core-like RDF vocabularies
– SKOS Core: about knowledge systems
– Dublin Core: about information resources
– FOAF: about people and organizations
– Shared underlying (RDF) model
– Shared mechanisms for extensibility

• Extension-like vocabularies
– Web as context for community creation of 

vocabularies



 

 

Vocabulary Management Task Force

• Lessons from FOAF, DC, SKOS for other 
vocabulary communities

• Declaring an RDF vocabulary
– Identify your terms with URI references
– Articulate your maintenance policies and 

expectations for stability and persistence
– Identify historical versions
– Document your terms on Web pages
– Share an RDF schema of your terms for 

processing by machines



 

 

Apache Configuration Cookbook

• When you click on http://purl.org/dc/terms/valid
– Get HTML Web page (if you are a person)
– Get RDF schema (if you are an application)

• Content negotiation
– http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/BestPractices/VM/http-examples/2005-11-18/

– Recipes for configuring Apache
– Resolving to Web pages with entire 

vocabulary or to individual terms
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Semantic Web assumptions

• Good descriptions and annotations (metadata) 
improve the reusability of information
– Precise and meaningful statements about conceptual 

aspects of their content
– Overcome limitations of content-based search 

engines
• Implies shared vocabularies of concepts
• Need to express ‘vocabularies’ of concepts 

machine-understandably
• Need to share a model (grammar) for 

statements using those vocabularies


